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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have the following code:
You need to ensure that the content appears as shown in the following exhibit:
Which display attribute should you use for the red div?
A. grid
B. inline
C. flex
D. block
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
https://www.w3schools.com/cssref/pr_class_display.asp

NEW QUESTION: 2
SIMULATION
Which PHP function is used to validate whether the contents of $_FILES['name']['tmp_name']
have really been uploaded via HTTP?
Answer:
Explanation:
is_uploaded_file() -or- is_uploaded_file

NEW QUESTION: 3
スイッチまたはルーターがレスポンダーを使用してネットワークのパフォーマンスと可用性を監視
できる機能またはユーティリティはどれですか？
A. NetFlow
B. IPSLA
C. traceroute

D. ping
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are developing an application that includes a class named Order. The application will store
a collection of Order objects.
The collection must meet the following requirements:
* Use strongly typed members.
* Process Order objects in first-in-first-out order.
* Store values for each Order object.
* Use zero-based indices.
You need to use a collection type that meets the requirements.
Which collection type should you use?
A. HashTable
B. Array<T>
C. SortedList
D. LinkedList<T>
E. Queue<T>
Answer: E
Explanation:
Queues are useful for storing messages in the order they were received for sequential
processing. Objects stored in a Queue<T> are inserted at one end and removed from the other.
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